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Abstract
Golubova, A. 2022. Spatial metabolomics using Surface Sampling Capillary Electrophoresis 
Mass Spectrometry. New tool for direct surface sampling chemical analysis of biological 
samples. 30 pp. Uppsala: Department of Chemistry.

Analytical surface sampling tools enable direct chemical studies of solid biological samples, 
including morphologically diverse tissue, and provide both fast chemical analysis with 
minimum sample preparation and information about molecular spatial distribution. Spatially 
resolved investigations of tissue sections could help to reveal pathological mechanisms at 
specific tissue locations. Mass spectrometry imaging (MSI) is a valuable method for direct 
tissue analysis that can give a full molecular profile of heterogeneous biological in a short 
period of time. However, MSI is not always capable of identifying isomeric and isobaric 
species, especially for low-weight metabolites. Moreover, the complex chemical matrix of 
biological samples significantly influences the performance of MSI, including introducing 
artefacts such as ion suppression. Therefore, separation by liquid chromatography or capillary 
electrophoresis prior mass spectrometric detection is beneficial to mitigate such artefacts and 
increase sensitivity. Recently, the new setup for surface sampling capillary electrophoresis 
mass spectrometry (SS-CE-MS) was presented that enables direct sampling from a tissue 
location followed by separation and mass spectrometric detection. This thesis is aimed to 
show the developments and improvements of SS-CE-MS along with applications of 
quantitative spatial metabolomics.

Paper I demonstrates SS-CE-MS using a sheath liquid interface to the MS and its robustness 
and reproducibility both for the injection process and the connection to mass spectrometer. 
Analysis of small polar molecules, lipids, and proteins in both tissue and blood samples is 
described in addition to an increased throughput using multisegmented electrokinetic injection.

In Paper II five quantitative approaches for SS-CE-MS were developed and evaluated. Off-
line one-point calibration was found to be optimal for tissue analysis and further used for 
mapping metabolites, including isomeric species, in four regions of rat brain. Specifically, 
aromatic amino acids were found decreased in cortex and the isomers valine and leucine were 
more abundant than their isomers betaine and isoleucine, respectively.

Overall, this thesis shows SS-CE-MS as promising new quantitative method for future 
applications to healthy and pathological tissue investigation.

Anastasia Golubova, Department of Chemistry - BMC, Box 576, Uppsala University,
SE-75123 Uppsala, Sweden.
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1. Introduction 

In the modern science new tools for molecular investigation of biological ob-
jects are required due to development of biology and medicine. Metabolites, 
lipids and proteins comprise a major part of molecular set of any living organ-
ism. Omics studies, including metabolomics, lipidomics and proteomics, 
could help to reveal the key roles of these substances in body functioning and 
pathological pathways. Capillary electrophoresis (CE) is a one of the promis-
ing methods for complex biological sample analysis, even presented in minute 
amount, since it has high sensitivity and separation efficiency; besides, the CE 
setup is simple and relatively cheap. In combination with mass spectrometry, 
it becomes good alternative to other methods for omics, such as liquid chro-
matography-mass spectrometry and nuclear magnetic resonance. 

It is often important to know the concentration of analyte in the certain 
position in the tissue. For example, it is of special significance for the struc-
turally diverse samples under the study of the disease process. Traditional bulk 
metabolomics methods include long sample preparation with sectioning of tis-
sue regions, extraction and liquid chromatography-mass spectrometry (LC-
MS) analysis. During recent years mass spectrometry imaging tools are devel-
oping, which allow for to get the quantitative molecular distribution by sam-
pling directly from the tissue. However, without prior separation, ion suppres-
sion is usually high and the precise annotation is difficult due to overlapping 
isobaric and isomeric peaks. Moreover, the sensitivity is usually higher with 
prior separation. New approaches for combination of separation methods and 
mass spectrometry for surface sampling helps to overcome these issues be-
cause of reducing matrix effects, isomer differentiation and increased sensi-
tivity. This thesis aims to show the development of new capillary electropho-
resis-mass spectrometry surface sampling setup for direct analysis of solid bi-
ological samples. In Paper I the robustness and stability of surface sampling 
capillary electrophoresis-mass spectrometry (SS-CE-MS) device and its ap-
plicability for analysis of brain and blood samples are demonstrated. Then, in 
Paper II different quantification aspects of the method are discussed along 
with application to quantitative study of rat brain.  
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2. Capillary electrophoresis (CE) principles 

Electrophoresis is a method of separation based on the motion of molecules in 
high electrical field.1 The molecules migrate under the voltage gradient with 
different rates according to their electrophoretic ionic mobility, which in a 
simple case can be written as: 

µ  
𝑧

6𝜋𝑟ղ
 

where z is the charge of ion, r is its radius, and ղ is the viscosity of the sol-
vent.2,3 

Depending on the condition and the required task, there are several types 
of electrophoresis for different application: 1) capillary zone electrophoresis, 
where molecules in the background electrolyte (BGE) are separated in a thin 
tube (capillary)3; 2) gel electrophoresis, performed in viscous liquid (such as 
agarose gel) and applicable for separation of macrobiomolecules4; 3) isoelec-
tric focusing in gel, in which molecules are separated in pH gradient5;4) mi-
cellar electrokinetic chromatography - modification of classical electrophore-
sis-, where micelles help to move neutral molecules in the electrical field2 and 
other types. 

2.1. CE setup 
Capillary zone electrophoresis (CZE) is one of the most commonly used ana-
lytical techniques for separation and quantification of wide range of mole-
cules.6 CE setup was first described by Hjerten in the late 1960s7 and CE be-
came popular analytical method in the 1980s.8  In CZE  the molecules move 
under high electrical field (up to 35 kV) inside thin, typically fused-silica, ca-
pillary with average inner diameter 25-75 µm and 25-100 cm length.2,6 The 
basic setup for capillary electrophoresis analysis is shown on a Figure 1: the 
ends of a separation capillary are inserted in two vials with background elec-
trolyte (BGE) and electrode (cathode or anode); in normal polarity the mole-
cules are injected from the anodic side of the capillary and go towards cathode, 
where they are detected and registered by the computer as electropherogram. 
There is a directed motion of positively charged ions of BGE inside bare fused 
silica capillaries carrying the molecules to the cathode called electroosmotic 
flow (EOF). It appears because of negatively charged silanol groups inside, 
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which attract positive counterions forming so called Helmholtz double layer.6 
EOF plays an important role in CE: it can be increased or suppressed by 
changing of salt/acid concentration in the BGE or modification of the capillary 
surface to improve the separation.9,10 The same rules are applicable for the 
reversed polarity when the substances move from cathode to anode in nega-
tively charged BGE.11 CE has a lot of benefits in comparison to classical high 
performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) and gas chromatography (GC): 
for example, flat profile of EOF provides small zone spreading of analytes, 
and as a result, the peaks are narrow, and efficiency of separation is high. 
Moreover, CE is more applicable for analysis of polar molecule, than re-
versed-phase HPLC. Besides, the equipment for CE is usually simpler and 
cheaper. 

 
Figure 1.The schematic setup for capillary electrophoresis: the ends of separation ca-
pillary are inserted into vials with BGE and electrodes with opposite polarity, the high 
voltage (HV) is applied between the capillary ends and the molecules start to move 
inside the capillary following EOF; in detector part the signal is registered and rec-
orded as electropherogram (on y-axis is the intensity of the signal and on x-axis there 
is usually migration time or relative migration time (RMT)). 

2.2. Ways of sample injection for CE 
On the first step, the molecules are injected into the capillary, and this can be 
done in a few different ways. Type of injection is a significant part of CE 
method, since it determines the amount of the material and even kind of the 
molecules loaded. Remarkable advantage of the CE over other separation 
methods is minute sample volume required for analysis (such as nL) regard-
less of type of injection.12 Hydrodynamic and electrokinetic injection are two 
the most common approaches for sample loading. In hydrodynamic injection, 
a pressure or vacuum is applied at the end of the capillary to load the sample, 
while in electrokinetic injection a high voltage is applied to the sample during 
the certain time and sample is injected by electrical force.13 Hydrodynamic 
injection is considered to be more stable and robust in the sample volume, 
since it depends only on the applied pressure or vacuum. Meanwhile, during 
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electrokinetic injection the molecules are injected according to their electro-
phoretic mobility, so it is biased toward small polar charged molecules with 
high migration rate. Besides, it is very susceptible to the sample matrix and 
therefore it can give big relative standard deviation (RSD) for migration times 
and peak areas.14 Nevertheless, electrokinetic injection fits good for analyzing 
high mobility ions and often gives low detection limits. Thus, in Papers I-II 
the electrokinetic injection is used for sampling from the surface of rat brain 
and blood samples, demonstrating good performance for analysis of amino 
acids, neurotransmitters and small proteins. Moreover, recently the hydrody-
namic injection was improved by doing segmented injections, which allowed 
to analyze several samples in one run.15,16 In this case the bands of samples 
are placed between BGE spacers and therefore they are not overlapped. In 
Paper I the first results of multisegmented electrokinetic injection are shown 
with two samples in a row, which allowed to increase throughput and reduce 
the time of analysis at least two times. 

2.3. CE separation of different molecules 
Capillary electrophoresis is successfully used for analysis of small molecules, 
such as metabolites, and biomacromolecules, such as proteins and DNA. The 
bare fused silica capillaries and acidic or basic BGE with optimal pH are typ-
ically utilized for separation of small polar molecules.17 For example, simul-
taneous analysis of sugars, amino acids, organic acids, inorganic ions in com-
plex matrix is possible using CE.18  Organic modifier, for example, methanol, 
can be added to BGE to increase hydrophobicity and lower EOF, which some-
times helps to improve separation.19,20 CE is also invaluable tool for omics 
biological studies for investigation of metabolites, proteins, peptides, DNA, 
nucleotides and lipids in tissue and cells.21 However, in some cases the condi-
tions should be optimized for the certain tasks. For example, with proteins 
classical CE works bad because of strong interactions between big positively 
charged surface of protein ions and negatively charged silanol groups.22 As a 
result, protein peaks are broad and the migration time is often not reproduci-
ble, since the current is destabilized. Using low pH BGE at which silanol 
groups are protonated is one way to avoid protein adsorption to the inner wall 
of the capillary and reduce the EOF. Another way, which also helps to change 
the direction of EOF is the coating of silanol groups either statically, when the 
capillary is pretreated with coating compound before the analysis and the 
modifier covalently bonds to the silanol groups,23 or dynamically, when the 
modifier is added in the BGE and adsorbed on the capillary wall during the 
separation.24 Static coating is usually more stable and can be used with posi-
tively charged25 or neutral polymer.23 In the Paper I neutral linear polyacryla-
mide coating of the fused silica was utilized to optimize the direct sampling 
from the dried blood spot, which has big content of proteins, and it 
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significantly improved the separation of both proteins and metabolites. Water-
based BGE are important mostly for the separation of polar metabolites and 
molecules, but for more hydrophobic compounds such as lipids, BGE should 
contain high percentage of organic modifier or be 100 % organic, which is 
called non-aqueous capillary electrophoresis (NACE).16 Methanol, acetoni-
trile, or their mixture with high concentration of salt and acid to provide 
enough conductivity on bare fused silica or coated capillary are often used as 
BGE in NACE.26 Despite it is hard to separate lipids of the same class due to 
close electrophoretic mobility, different subclasses of lipids, for example 
phospholipids, are separated.16,27 In the Paper I the method of NACE was 
applied for extraction of lipids and metabolites from the brain surface. 

2.4. Detection in CE 
The requirements for detectors in CE are typical for other analytical methods 
– it should provide stable signal and response, to be simple and cheap. The 
most frequently used detectors in CE are spectrophotometric detectors in vis-
ible and UV parts of electromagnetic radiation which register the adsorption 
of light by molecules at the certain wavelength, or in the whole range of reg-
istered wavelengths in its modern version called diode array detector (DAD).28 
Special capillaries having wide part with removed outer coating transparent 
for UV light are usually used with this type of detector. DAD is universal and 
simple method of detection, however it is not specific and identification of the 
analytes in complex mixture may be difficult. Another type of detector is 
based on the registered fluorescence, such as laser-induced fluorescence de-
tector. It is selective and has low detection limits up to 10-11 M, but it usually 
requires derivatization of analytes since only limited number of compounds 
are capable of fluorescence.29,30 Other kinds of detectors such as electrochem-
ical or electrochemiluminescence detectors can be applied, but they are not so 
common as spectrophotometric and fluorescent one.28 CE is often coupled to 
mass spectrometry. Different mass analyzers can be combined with CE, for 
example, time-of-flight (TOF), quadrupole, orbitrap and others.17 Most often 
it is coupled with electrospray ionization, but it could be other ionization tech-
niques, for instance, MALDI.31 In Papers I-II CE is coupled to high-resolu-
tion hybrid quadrupole-Orbitrap mass analyzer through electrospray ioniza-
tion. More detailed discussion about CE-MS is presented in the next para-
graph. 
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3. Capillary electrophoresis-mass 
spectrometry 

Capillary electrophoresis-mass spectrometry (CE-MS) is a powerful tool for 
molecular investigation combining the benefits of capillary electrophoresis 
such as low sample volume, high efficiency of separation and simplicity of 
the equipment, and exact mass determination provided by the mass spectrom-
eter.17 CE-MS allows for the analysis of complex biological samples and com-
prehensive untargeted omics study. However, despite of plenty of advantages, 
CE-MS is not used so often, as, for example, traditional HPLC-MS ap-
proaches. This is mostly related to robustness and technical aspects: migration 
time variations for CE are higher than retention time shifts in HPLC, which 
makes correct annotation more difficult; besides, the peak shapes and peak 
areas  are often not reproducible enough due to fluctuations in EOF and cur-
rent, and adsorption of molecules on the capillary wall.32 The hyphenation of 
CE and MS is also challenging because the CE capillary should be integrated 
in the certain ion source. Nowadays, CE is coupled with electrospray ioniza-
tion more often, however, it was also successfully combined with atmospheric 
pressure chemical ionization,33 fast-atom bombardment34 and MALDI.31  

3.1 Hyphenation CE and ESI-MS 
Electrospray is a soft ionization mass spectrometric technique first coupled 
with CE35 and it is the main ionization method used in CE-MS. The CE-MS 
setup with electrospray ionization typically includes classical CE part, inter-
face and mass spectrometer (Figure 2A). The significant part is CE-MS inter-
face, since its purpose is to connect ESI voltage (2-3.5 kV) and BGE under 
high voltage (25-30 kV) keeping independent control of CE and ESI-MS elec-
trical circuits. The main requirements for the interface are stable electrospray, 
reproducibility of the peak shapes and migration times, low flow rates, sim-
plicity and mechanical endurance. There are two ways to connect the capillary 
to mass spectrometer: in the first type the special conductive (sheath) liquid is 
used for electrical connection and in the second conductive material is used, 
which is coated on the outer capillary surface (sheathless interface).36 The 
sheathless interface was the first method of CE-MS hyphenation.35 The con-
ductive substance, typically metals37, graphite38 or other materials, is 
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deposited on the capillary tip and serves as electrode providing electrical con-
nection. This type of interface has high sensitivity due to absence of additional 
components which may dilute sample, minimum dead volume, low flow rates 
and minimum noise. However, the connection often has poor mechanical sta-
bility and as a result limited robustness and reproducibility, and it is not simple 
for construction and constant using.39 The modern version of the sheathless 
interface includes the chemically etched porous end of the separation capillary 
surface and conductive liquid, which doesn’t mix with the sample, but makes 
electrical connection through the pores.40 In the combined version of these two 
approaches the capillary is inserted in the metal sleeve and the conductive liq-
uid circulates around the outer surface of the metal sleeve and capillary; the 
BGE flow rates at nl/min level can be achieved.41  

Meanwhile, the sheath liquid (SL) interface has a lot of benefits over the 
sheathless one. In the simple version of this interface, also called co-axial in-
terface, the capillary is placed inside the metal sleeve and SL (typically the 
mixture of water and organic solvent with addition of formic or acetic acid) is 
pumped between the capillary and sleeve pneumatically with a sheath gas or 
mechanically with a syringe pump.42 At the capillary tip SL mixes with BGE, 
forming the Taylor cone of electrospray (Figure 2B). This way of connection 
usually provides stable signal, good reproducibility and it is easy to construct. 
Besides, there are more options for choosing BGE than in sheathless interface 
since its composition will not influence the electrospray stability in high ex-
tent. Although the high flow rates of SL (at 1-10 µL/min) cause significant 
dilution of the sample and therefore the sensitivity decreases.36 Nanoflow 
sheath liquid interfaces with metal or glass emitters of small diameter and ta-
pered tips allow for to get flow rates below 1 µL/min, significantly reduce 
dead volume and increase sensitivity.43–46 The electrokinetic supply of the SL, 
where SL is driven by electrokinetic force, helps to achieve 20-50 nl/min flow 
rates.47 One of the variation of SL interface is liquid junction interface, in 
which the small gap between separation and ESI capillaries is maintained and 
SL provides the contact through the junction.48 Completely different approach 
is voltage-free vibrating sharp-edge spray ionization (VSSI): in this method 
the ionization of liquid sample coming from separation capillary is done 
through using of acoustic waves on a sharp edge with or without of SL.49 Alt-
hough, VSSI gives nanoflow rates, it is used relatively rare.  

In the Papers I-II nanoflow SL interface is used (as shown on Figure 2B) 
as one of the best options of all described interfaces. The interface operates at 
250-300 nl/min SL flow rates  and demonstrates good stability, robustness and 
sensitivity. 
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Figure 2. Capillary-electrophoresis-mass spectrometry setup: a) general view: sepa-
ration capillary is immersed in the vial with BGE and counter electrode and then con-
nected to mass spectrometer (MS) inlet through electrospray ionization (ESI) CE-MS 
interface; HV stands for high voltage, which is applied to the capillary. b) example of 
sheath-liquid CE-MS interface setup: the sheath liquid is supplied from the top of the 
tee and circulating between separation capillary and metal sleeve; the Taylor cone is 
formed at the capillary tip after applying ESI voltage. 

3.2 Application of CE-MS to the biological sample 
analysis 
CE-MS allows for the analysis and quantification of low-abundant molecules 
in complex bio-matrix. In addition to choosing CE conditions (BGE compo-
sition, CE voltage and way of injection), CE-MS interface and the selection 
of mass analyzer is also important. Time-of-flight (TOF) mass spectrometer 
is often combined with CE since it has fast scan duty cycle compatible with 
narrow migrating CE peaks and high mass accuracy. For untargeted CE-MS 
analysis of biological samples high resolution mass spectrometers such as 
Fourier Transform Ion Cyclotron Resonance (FTICR) or Orbitrap may be 
more suitable.17 CE-MS is often utilized for polar metabolomic and proteomic 
profiling of biofluids, cells and tissue in clinical studies, biomarker discovery 
and drug treatment.17,50 The workflow for CE-MS metabolomics usually in-
cludes sample collection, protein precipitation, metabolite extraction and re-
constitution in BGE.17 High sensitivity and minute sample volume required 
for CE-MS allows for analysis of single cells.51,52 In this case sample stacking 
and preconcentration during the injection helps to achieve the limits of detec-
tion at fM level.51 Recently, CE-MS was first applied for direct surface sam-
pling from brain tissue with minimum sample pretreatment (SS-CE-MS).53 

With new setup the sampling from different brain regions was done using 
sheathless interface and plenty of polar metabolites and several small proteins 
were detected and separated. In Paper I the improved version of this method 
is described with better stability and optimized conditions for various samples 
analysis. 
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4. Mass spectrometry-based spatial 
metabolomics 

Investigation of spatial distribution of metabolites, lipids and other small mol-
ecules in whole organs, morphological areas and cellular regions of tissue sec-
tions and even organisms is of a special significance for modern chemistry, 
biology and medicine.54 Spatial metabolomics gives valuable information 
about molecule localization and concentration gradient, which could help to 
reveal the metabolic pathways and their differences during health and patho-
logical state.55 Molecular distribution is especially important for structurally 
diverse and heterogeneous tissue and organs, such as tumor and mammalian 
brain.56,57 There are two basic approaches of MS-based spatial omics. In the 
first one, called macro- or microdissection, the tissue or organ is sectioned into 
morphological regions, then the metabolite extraction is done from each area 
in bulk followed by HPLC-MS analysis. In the second case, the sampling is 
done directly from the surface and the molecules are simultaneously injected 
and analyzed by MS with or without prior separation.55 Three-dimensional 
chemical cartography of the metabolites in organ during the disease or infec-
tion can be performed with macrodissection of the entire organ into sections 
with subsequent extraction and ultra-HPLC-MS. This was done, for example, 
for the 3D map of the whole human lung,58 mouse heart59 and intestine60, in-
dicating significant metabolite changes under the pathology. Laser capture mi-
crodissection allows for precise targeted sampling from the tissue regions and 
quantitatively compare metabolic changes between healthy and control tissue, 
for instance, in cancer investigation.61  

4.1 Spatial metabolomics of brain 
Brain is one of the most complex and structurally diverse organs in mammals, 
which functioning is crucial for the whole organism.57,62 Mammalian brain has 
different morphological regions playing significant role in body functioning. 
Thus, in coronal section of rat brain plenty of regions are distinguishable: for 
example, thalamus, which is crucial for sensory processing and motor con-
trol63 and hippocampus, which is important for learning, memory and other 
cognitive functions.64,65 The brain metabolite composition is also varied from 
region to region and ranging from small molecules such as amino acids and 
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neurotransmitters to lipids.66 Spatial metabolomic study of the brain typically 
includes sectioning of the brain, isolating the selected regions, metabolite ex-
traction and HPLC-MS. The region-specific metabolic differences were found 
over the last years in several studies related to metabolic brain mapping57,66,67, 
particularly, for cysteine pathway metabolites cystathionine, glutathione and 
taurine, which were related to possible oxidative stress, experienced by cere-
bellum and some other regions.67 In Paper II morphological regions of the rat 
brain were investigated, in particular, cortex, thalamus, hypothalamus and hip-
pocampus, using surface sampling CE-MS and fluctuations in content of some 
amino acids and neurotransmitters were revealed, for example, GABA con-
centration was slightly more in thalamus and hypothalamus, while aromatic 
amino acids tyrosine, phenylalanine and tryptophan were decreased in cortex 
in comparison to other regions.   

4.2 Quantitative mass spectrometry imaging 
Despite the good performance and well-established procedure for dissection 
methods, they are time-consuming and require laborious sample preparation, 
besides, during sectioning the natural microenvironment of the tissue is de-
stroyed. Therefore, direct surface sampling methods are good alternative to 
dissection, since with direct sampling it is possible to study tissue with intact 
tissue structure. Mass spectrometry imaging (MSI) is able to provide the mo-
lecular distribution of tissue sections with high spatial resolution.55 Laser- and 
liquid- based extraction methods are the most common one used in MSI.68 
While laser-based MSI (such as MALDI) often has high spatial resolution 
lower than 1 µm,69 ambient liquid-based extraction imaging methods have a 
lot of advantages including simple equipment, easy operation and minimum 
sample preparation.70 Ambient liquid-based MSI techniques include nano-de-
sorption electrospray ionization (nano-DESI),71 liquid microjunction surface 
sampling (LMJ-SS)72 and liquid extraction surface analysis (LESA).73  

Quantitation, especially absolute quantitation, is challenging in MSI. The 
difficulties are explained by diverse chemical composition and morphological 
structure of the tissue samples which influence the ionization efficiency of the 
analytes, it is also called matrix effects.68 Moreover, ion suppression is differ-
ent along the different morphological regions due to variative abundance of 
molecules and salt in the tissue.74 Besides, extraction efficiency is also either 
unknown, or it is very small.75 There are different approaches for quantitation 
in MSI, which can overcome common MSI issues. In MALDI the isotopically 
labelled standards are often placed directly on the tissue, so they penetrate 
inside and therefore they are injected simultaneously with endogenous species 
being in the same chemical environment.76 However, this method is highly 
dependent on the way the standards are put on the tissue and often produce 
inconsistent results.68 Another approach is making external calibration curve 
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with mimetic tissue model, where standards are spiked in the homogenized 
portions of tissue sections.77 It can be used in the liquid extraction MSI as well: 
recently the mimetic tissue was used for quantitation of sodium ions in the 
tissue by nano-DESI.78 Despite the good performance, the mimetic tissue alt-
hough requires laborious sample preparation. The most common approach in 
liquid-extraction based techniques is putting the standards in the extraction 
solvent: the signals of analytes are then normalized to the intensity of corre-
sponded internal standards, which helps to mitigate matrix effects.70 For ex-
ample, some neurotransmitters were mapping on the rat brain tissue using 
nano-DESI with internal standards in the extraction solvent.79 However, all 
MSI techniques are direct infusion (DI) mass spectrometry methods and there-
fore have drawbacks typical for DI MS such as decreased sensitivity, ion sup-
pression and lack of unambiguous annotation due to isobars and isomers. 

4.3 Separation methods coupled to surface sampling 
mass spectrometry 
Separation methods such as liquid chromatography and capillary electropho-
resis can help to significantly reduce matrix effects.80, The separation com-
bined with surface sampling MS helps to improve the metabolite annotation 
and sensitivity in MS. These approaches are based on liquid extraction of mol-
ecules in a static droplet 53,81,82 or continuous flow83–85 of extraction solvent, 
for subsequent LC or CE separation and MS detection. The methods of quan-
tification are similar to those in liquid-based MSI. Thus, in the surface sam-
pling LC-MS the internal standards are added to the extraction solvent for liq-
uid microjunction and the standards are injected simultaneously with endoge-
nous molecules.86 The main advantages of surface sampling separation MS 
methods are the possibility to vary the conditions of extraction and separation 
to achieve 100 % extraction efficiency85 and the performance of isomeric and 
isobaric spatial distribution.87  

Recently the new device for surface sampling capillary electrophoresis-mass 
spectrometry (SS-CE-MS) was presented.53 The surface sampling probe con-
sists of two capillaries, one for solvent delivery and the second for separation 
(Figure 3A). After formation of a small droplet of BGE between capillaries 
the probe is placed on a certain location on tissue. The molecules are extracted 
in a small BGE droplet driven by electrical force (Figure 3B). Then the probe 
is placed in vial with BGE, and molecules are separated and then detected in 
MS. In this thesis the improvements and the stability of setup are shown (Pa-
per I), and the possible ways of quantification (Paper II) with application to 
the analysis of rat brain region.  
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Figure 3. SS-CE-MS setup: a) surface sampling probe, consisted of stainless steel 
solvent delivery capillary, where high voltage (HV) is applied, and fused silica sepa-
ration capillary; b) the injection process: the probe with a small droplet between ca-
pillaries is placed on a tissue section, then the voltage is applied and the molecules are 
injected into a droplet driven by electrical force. 
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5. Summary of the papers 

5.1. Paper I 
The aim of the Paper I was to improve the previously reported53 surface sam-
pling capillary electrophoresis-mass spectrometry setup and optimize it for 
analysis of different molecules directly from the surface of biological samples. 
The surface sampling probe was modified by reducing the outer sizes of both 
solvent delivery and separation capillaries, which allowed for to get the 250-
350 µm BGE footprint. Then, the sheathless CE-MS interface was replaced 
with simple and robust co-axial low sheath-liquid CE-MS interface with SL 
flow rate 250-300 nl/min. Besides, different BGE compositions were evalu-
ated to stabilize the current and good molecular extraction. Addition of meth-
anol as organic modifier at 20-50 % to BGE increased the time of analysis due 
to low electroosmotic flow, but significantly improved the current stability, 
signal noise and peak shape of the analytes during sampling from rat brain 
tissue sample (Figure 4). 50 % methanol in water with 1 % formic acid was 
chosen as optimum BGE for tissue sample analysis.  

 
Figure 4 Influence of different BGE compositions on migration times of analytes dur-
ing SS-CE-MS of thin rat brain tissue. Extracted electropherograms for BGE B, C, D, 
E, and F of: c) choline; d) carnitine; e) creatine. BGE: B: 1% formic acid in water with 
50 mM hydroquinone; C: 5% acetic acid in water; D: 50% MeOH and 1% formic 
acid; E: 20% MeOH and 1% formic acid; F: 40% MeOH and 1% formic acid. For 
better presentation, the signal for some BGE was increased 1000 times (*) or 100 
times (**). 

Then, the setup was tested first time for dried blood spot. The conditions were 
optimized for blood sample analysis, specifically, the capillary coated with 
linear polyacrylamide (LPA) was used to avoid adsorption of molecules on 
the capillary wall and destabilization the current and electroosmotic flow.  
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LPA-coating considerably improved the peak shape and system stability due 
to electroosmotic flow suppression and prevention of molecular absorbance 
on the capillary wall. Detection and separation of hemoglobin α and β subunits 
of hemoglobin along with blood metabolites were achieved using LPA-coated 
capillary. 

Besides, fully organic BGE consisted of 100 % methanol with addition of 
formic acid and ammonium formate was tested to sample hydrophobic species 
such as lipids directly from the surface. This so called non-aqueous CE-MS 
mode (NACE-MS) allowed for detection of several PC species, including PC 
32:0, PC 34:1 and PC 36:1 as well as polar metabolites. However, the separa-
tion of PC was not obtained due to close electrophoretic mobility and modifi-
cation of the method is required to differentiate PC isomers. 

Finally, to increase the throughput, multisegmented electrokinetic injection 
was applied to do at least two sampling of blood and tissue samples in one 
run. In this approach the BGE is run between samples, therefore they are 
spaced and do not overlap with each other. Using SS-CE-MS two sequential 
injections of blood and tissue samples were achieved, which reduced the time 
of analysis of one spot two times. Moreover, the differences in molecular pro-
filing were observed for two regions, particularly, high signal of betaine, but 
low for thymosin-β4 in thalamus was obtained in contrast to hippocampus. 

In summary, the Paper I shows stable and robust SS-CE-MS system, ap-
plicable for analysis of different molecules in tissue and blood samples. The 
conditions of CE separations can be optimized for the certain samples and 
analytes. Moreover, the method is promising for high-throughput analysis of 
biological samples and molecular profiling of the wide morphological regions 
of the brain using surface sampling multisegmented electrokinetic injection.  

5.2. Paper II 
The Paper II was aimed at developing of quantification method for spatial 
metabolomics using SS-CE-MS setup. Several strategies were tested includ-
ing external calibration curves in different matrix, mimetic tissue and one-
point calibration to quantify the molecules from morphological regions of rat 
brain. Neurotransmitter GABA was chosen to study quantification ap-
proaches. The calibration curves generated using different concentrations of 
GABA-d2 in BGE or brain extract showed that normalization of analyte peak 
area to internal standard is needed to mitigate the fluctuations in the signal due 
to biased electrokinetic injection.  

Then, to study the capability to quantify directly from the surface using SS-
CE-MS system, the mimetic tissue containing four brain homogenate layers 
with increasing concentrations of GABA-d2 was generated. The calibration 
curve showed the linear response, but much lower than it was obtained for 
BGE and brain extract calibration curves despite the same concentrations of 
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GABA-d2. This was explained by long desorption process of the molecules 
from the tissue and dilution of the tissue with extraction droplet, which re-
sulted in lowered signal of GABA-d2 compared to liquid samples. The exper-
iment shows that the extraction efficiency is low in SS-CE-MS, however, rel-
ative quantification using internal standard can be performed. 

One-point calibration method was then applied to analyze the molecules in 
rat brain tissue. For this, the amino acid standards along with GABA-d2, car-
nitine-d3 and acetylcholine-d9 were added directly to the extraction droplet 
and therefore injected simultaneously with endogenous molecules. This ap-
proach has been called on-line one-point calibration. Despite the method al-
lows for to correct the signal fluctuations due to injection or electrospray in-
stabilities, standards carryover and contamination of tissue sample and the ca-
pillary limits its application. Therefore, the sequential injection of tissue sam-
ple and standards separated by BGE spacer was introduced (Figure 5). In this 
case standards are injected separately from tissue and they don’t contaminate 
the sample or overlap with endogenous species. 

 
Figure 5. The sequential standard injection, or off-line one-point calibration: the tis-
sue is sampled first, then BGE is run for 1.5-2 minutes, then standards are injected 
from glass slide and the probe finally goes to vial with BGE for separation.  

 

This approach was found to be beneficial for quantification in SS-CE-MS and 
was then applied for metabolic profiling of four rat brain regions, specifically, 
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cortex, hippocampus, thalamus and hypothalamus. 3 samplings from each re-
gion resulted in similar molecular profiling for all selected regions. Glutamic 
acid as the most abundant amino acid excitatory neurotransmitter in the brain 
was expectably prevalent among over metabolites. Different isomeric concen-
trations and distribution were observed: for example, valine was much higher 
than betaine in all regions, as well as leucine was prevalent over isoleucine; 
besides, leucine/isoleucine ratio was slightly different in regions.  Overall, the 
method provides the possibility to perform spatially resolved quantitative 
analysis of tissue section.  
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6. Conclusions and future aspects 

To sum up, this thesis shows the further improvement, development, and ap-
plication of recently presented new method of surface sampling capillary elec-
trophoresis-mass spectrometry (SS-CE-MS), allowing for direct tissue sample 
mass spectrometric analysis with prior high-efficiency capillary electrophore-
sis separation. The system was improved and modified to have good stability 
and performance. The flexibility of the method to the different tasks is demon-
strated: thus, it is applicable for metabolite and small protein analysis of tissue 
sections, coated capillaries can be used for protein and metabolite extraction 
and detection from dried blood spot, organic background electrolytes are use-
ful for lipid study. Moreover, the quantification approach specifically for SS-
CE-MS setup has been developed. Sequential injection of tissue sample fol-
lowed by standard injection allowed to perform quantitative spatial metabo-
lomics of rat brain regions with isomeric differentiation. In general, SS-CE-
MS helps to overcome issues of direct infusion surface sampling mass spec-
trometry methods, including mass spectrometry imaging, by reducing of ma-
trix effect and making the identification of isomer and isobars more reliable. 
Quantitative SS-CE-MS could be valuable tool for untargeted spatial metabo-
lomics to answer deep biological questions.  

One of the main needs for improvement of separation techniques combined 
to mass spectrometry, including SS-CE-MS, is throughput. The analysis of 
one 200-300 µm spot in SS-CE-MS typically takes 15-20 minutes, while in 
MSI methods the whole brain image can be obtained in couple of hours or 
faster with high spatial resolution. In this study the first multisegmented elec-
trokinetic injection was performed, which helped to reduce the time of analy-
sis. However, the multisegmented approach was found to be limited in elec-
trokinetic injection by mechanical durability of the capillaries and works good 
with no more than 2-3 samples in a row. Multiple hydrodynamic injection88 
could be used in the future instead for SS-CE-MS to profile wide areas of 
tissue and increase throughput. 

Overall, SS-CE-MS is found to be promising method for direct surface spa-
tially resolved study of tissue samples and other solid biological samples such 
as blood spots. SS-CE-MS can be complementary method to mass spectrom-
etry imaging in investigation of pathological tissue having localized damaged 
area with changed metabolome, for example, ischemic stroke,89,90 in the fu-
ture.  
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